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Jefferson and Hamilton
The definitive life of Jefferson in one volume, this biography relates Jefferson's
private life and thought to his prominent public position and reveals the rich
complexity of his development. As Peterson explores the dominant themes guiding
Jefferson's career--democracy, nationality, and enlightenment--and Jefferson's
powerful role in shaping America, he simultaneously tells the story of nation
coming into being.

Jefferson and Hamilton
The author of The Summer of 1787 traces the career of the third U.S. Vice
President and would-be secession leader, providing coverage of such topics as his
acrimonious relationship with Thomas Jefferson, his ambitious expansion vision and
his historical, self-defended trial for treason. 50,000 first printing.

The Ascent of George Washington
Founding Brothers
From acclaimed historian John Ferling, the story of Thomas Jefferson, Thomas
Paine, and James Monroe's involvement in the American and French Revolutions
and their quest for sweeping change in both America and Europe. Thomas
Jefferson, Thomas Paine, and James Monroe hazarded all in quest of revolutions. As
founding fathers, they risked their lives and their liberty for American
independence, and as reformers, each rejoiced at the opportunity to be part of the
French Revolution, praying that it in turn would inspire others to sweep away
Europe's monarchies and titled nobilities. For these three men, real revolution
would lead to substantive political and social alterations and an escape from royal
and aristocratic rule. But as the eighteenth century unfolded, these three
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separated onto different routes to revolution-two became soldiers, two became
writers, and two became statesmen-and their united cause but divided means
reshaped their country and the Western world. Apostles of Revolution spans a
crucial time in Western Civilization. The era ranged from the American insurgency
against Great Britain to the Declaration of Independence, from desperate
engagements on American battlefields to the bloody Terror in France. It culminates
with the tumultuous election of 1800, the outcome of which – according to
Jefferson – saved the American Revolution. Written as a sweeping narrative of a
turbulent and pivotal era, Apostles of the Revolution captures the spirit of our
founding fathers and the history of America and Europe's great turning point.

Almost a Miracle
The America that Alexander Hamilton knew was largely agricultural and built on
slave labor. He envisioned something else: a multi-racial, urbanized, capitalistic
America with a strong central government. He believed that such an America
would be a land of opportunity for the poor and the newcomers. But Hamilton’s
vision put him at odds with his archrivals who envisioned a pastoral America of
small towns, where governments were local, states would control their own
destiny, and the federal government would remain small and weak. The disputes
that arose during America’s first decades continued through American history to
our present day. Over time, because of the systems Hamilton set up and the ideas
he left, his vision won out. Here is the story that epitomizes the American
dream—a poor immigrant who made good in America. In the end, Hamilton rose
from poverty through his intelligence and ability, and did more to shape our
country than any of his contemporaries. Related subjects and concepts discussed
in the book include: Law and Legal Concepts Due process Bill of Rights Freedom of
Speech and the Press Originalism / nonoriginalism (theories of Constitutional
interpretation) Government Checks and Balances Democracy Electoral College
Republic Financial Concepts Capitalism Credit Inflation Interest Mercantilism
Securities: Stocks and Bonds Tariffs Taxes Miscellaneous Demagogues Dueling
Pastoralism About the Series The Making of America series traces the
constitutional history of the United States through overlapping biographies of
American men and women. The debates that raged when our nation was founded
have been argued ever since: How should the Constitution be interpreted? What is
the meaning, and where are the limits of personal liberty? What is the proper role
of the federal government? Who should be included in “we the people”? Each
biography in the series tells the story of an American leader who helped shape the
United States of today.

The First of Men
What did Alexander Hamilton ever do besides get shot in a duel by Aaron Burr?
When it comes to the American government, the answer is: practically everything.
Born in the West Indies, Hamilton was the illegitimate child of a Scottish nobleman
who lost a fortune in sugar plantations. Orphaned as a teenager, he came to
America in search of an education, a home, and the war that would at last bring
him fame and honor. As George Washington's most trusted aide, Hamilton helped
to win the American Revolution-but after the war, his enemies lost no time
accusing him of trying to sell his country back to the British. He was the most
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powerful member of Washington's presidential cabinet-so why did Adams and
Jefferson hate him so much? In this book, you will learn how the author of the
Federalist Papers and the first Secretary of the Treasury nearly ruined his career by
fighting duels, seducing women, and getting involved in America's first sex
scandal. The duel that killed Alexander Hamilton is the most famous duel in
American history, but you'll have to come up with your own answer to its greatest
mystery: who shot first, Hamilton or Burr?

Burr, Hamilton, and Jefferson
Profiles the personal qualities, political achievements, and life ambitions of Aaron
Burr, Alexander Hamilton, and Thomas Jefferson.

Independence
One of America's foremost historians brilliantly brings to life the fierce struggle both public and, ultimately, bitterly personal - between Thomas Jefferson and
Alexander Hamilton - two rivals whose opposing visions of what the United States
should be continue to shape our country to this day.

Alexander Hamilton
The drama of John Adams and Thomas Jefferson is the foundational story of
America—courage, loyalty, hope, fanaticism, greatness, failure, forgiveness, love.
Agony and Eloquence is the story of the greatest friendship in American history
and the revolutionary times in which it was made, ruined, and finally renewed. In
the wake of Washington’s retirement, longtime friends Thomas Jefferson and John
Adams came to represent the opposing political forces struggling to shape
America’s future. Adams’s victory in the presidential election of 1796 brought
Jefferson into his administration—but as an unlikely and deeply conflicted vice
president. The bloody Republican revolution in France finally brought their political
differences to a bitter pitch. In Mallock’s take on this fascinating period, French
foreign policy and revolutionary developments—from the fall of the Bastille to the
fall of the Jacobins and the rise of Napoleon—form a disturbing and illuminating
counterpoint to events, controversies, individuals, and relationships in Philadelphia
and Washington. Many important and fascinating people appear in the book,
including Thomas Paine, Camille Desmoulins, Dr. Benjamin Rush, Tobias Lear,
Talleyrand, Robespierre, Danton, Saint-Just, Abigail Adams, Lafayette, James
Madison, John Quincy Adams, Dr. Joseph Priestley, Samuel Adams, Philip Mazzei,
John Marshall, Alexander Hamilton, and Edward Coles. They are brought to life by
Mallock’s insightful analysis and clear and lively writing. Agony and Eloquence is a
thoroughly researched and tautly written modern history. When the most
important thing is at stake, almost anything can be justified. Skyhorse Publishing,
as well as our Arcade imprint, are proud to publish a broad range of books for
readers interested in history--books about World War II, the Third Reich, Hitler and
his henchmen, the JFK assassination, conspiracies, the American Civil War, the
American Revolution, gladiators, Vikings, ancient Rome, medieval times, the old
West, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times
bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are
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sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a
home.

Adams vs. Jefferson
In 1791, The First Bank of the United States was a financial innovation proposed
and supported by Alexander Hamilton, the first Secretary of the Treasury.
Establishment of the bank was part of a three-part expansion of federal fiscal and
monetary power, along with a federal mint and excise taxes. Hamilton believed
that a national bank was necessary to stabilize and improve the nation's credit,
and to improve financial order, clarity, and precedence of the United States
government under the newly enacted Constitution. Alexander Hamilton
(1755-1804) was a founding father of the United States, one of the most influential
interpreters and promoters of the Constitution, the founder of the American
financial system, and the founder of the Federalist Party. As the first Secretary of
the Treasury, Hamilton was the primary author of the economic policies for George
Washington’s administration. Hamilton took the lead in the funding of the states’
debts by the federal government, the establishment of a national bank, and
forming friendly trade relations with Britain. He led the Federalist Party, created
largely in support of his views; he was opposed by the Democratic Republican
Party, led by Thomas Jefferson and James Madison, which despised Britain and
feared that Hamilton’s policies of a strong central government would weaken the
American commitment to Republicanism.

Agony and Eloquence
It was a contest of titans: John Adams and Thomas Jefferson, two heroes of the
Revolutionary era, once intimate friends, now icy antagonists locked in a fierce
battle for the future of the United States. The election of 1800 was a thunderous
clash of a campaign that climaxed in a deadlock in the Electoral College and led to
a crisis in which the young republic teetered on the edge of collapse. Adams vs.
Jefferson is the gripping account of a turning point in American history, a dramatic
struggle between two parties with profoundly different visions of how the nation
should be governed. The Federalists, led by Adams, were conservatives who
favored a strong central government. The Republicans, led by Jefferson, were more
egalitarian and believed that the Federalists had betrayed the Revolution of 1776
and were backsliding toward monarchy. The campaign itself was a barroom brawl
every bit as ruthless as any modern contest, with mud-slinging, scare tactics, and
backstabbing. The low point came when Alexander Hamilton printed a devastating
attack on Adams, the head of his own party, in "fifty-four pages of unremitting
vilification." The stalemate in the Electoral College dragged on through dozens of
ballots. Tensions ran so high that the Republicans threatened civil war if the
Federalists denied Jefferson the presidency. Finally a secret deal that changed a
single vote gave Jefferson the White House. A devastated Adams left Washington
before dawn on Inauguration Day, too embittered even to shake his rival's hand.
With magisterial command, Ferling brings to life both the outsize personalities and
the hotly contested political questions at stake. He shows not just why this
moment was a milestone in U.S. history, but how strongly the issues--and the
passions--of 1800 resonate with our own time.
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Washington and Hamilton
A behind-the-scenes portrait of the first president reveals his formidable
persuasive talents, careful display of a virtuous public image and leadership
capabilities of particular compatibility with a young America. Reprint.

Alexander Hamilton
By the middle of 1792, just a little more than three years after America's new
government under the Constitution had been set in motion, Alexander Hamilton
and Thomas Jefferson - President George Washington's two most important cabinet
secretaries and two of the most eminent men among the American founders - had
become open and bitter political enemies. Their dispute was not personal but
political in the highest sense. Each believed that the debate between them was
over regime principles. Each believed that he was protecting the newly established
republic, and that the other was laboring to destroy it. Carson Holloway's Hamilton
versus Jefferson in the Washington Administration examines Hamilton and
Jefferson's differences, seeking to explain why these great founders came to
disagree so profoundly and vehemently about the political project to which both
were committed and had dedicated so much thought and effort.

War of Two
In this nonfiction text, Hamilton Vs. Jefferson, readers will study the differences
between two very important but distinct founding fathers: Alexander Hamilton and
Thomas Jefferson. Through the use of dynamic primary sources like maps and
letters, middle school students will be engaged as they read about history and
build their literacy skills. Supporting current social studies standards, this full-color
text includes intriguing images, interesting sidebars, a glossary, and other
important text features to support learning and strengthen key comprehension
skills. Challenging activities require students to use text evidence to connect back
to what they've read.

Thomas Jefferson and the New Nation
CHOICE Outstanding Academic Title "They could write like angels and scheme like
demons." So begins Pulitzer Prize-winner Edward Larson's masterful account of the
wild ride that was the 1800 presidential election—an election so convulsive and so
momentous to the future of American democracy that Thomas Jefferson would
later dub it "America's second revolution." This was America's first true presidential
campaign, giving birth to our two-party system and indelibly etching the lines of
partisanship that have so profoundly shaped American politics ever since. The
contest featured two of our most beloved Founding Fathers, once warm friends,
facing off as the heads of their two still-forming parties—the hot-tempered but
sharp-minded John Adams, and the eloquent yet enigmatic Thomas
Jefferson—flanked by the brilliant tacticians Alexander Hamilton and Aaron Burr,
who later settled their own differences in a duel. The country was descending into
turmoil, reeling from the terrors of the French Revolution, and on the brink of war
with France. Blistering accusations flew as our young nation was torn apart along
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party lines: Adams and his elitist Federalists would squelch liberty and impose a
British-style monarchy; Jefferson and his radically democratizing Republicans would
throw the country into chaos and debase the role of religion in American life. The
stakes could not have been higher. As the competition heated up, other founders
joined the fray—James Madison, John Jay, James Monroe, Gouverneur Morris,
George Clinton, John Marshall, Horatio Gates, and even George Washington—some
of them emerging from retirement to respond to the political crisis gripping the
nation and threatening its future. Drawing on unprecedented, meticulous research
of the day-to-day unfolding drama, from diaries and letters of the principal players
as well as accounts in the fast-evolving partisan press, Larson vividly re-creates
the mounting tension as one state after another voted and the press had the lead
passing back and forth. The outcome remained shrouded in doubt long after the
voting ended, and as Inauguration Day approached, Congress met in closed
session to resolve the crisis. In its first great electoral challenge, our fragile
experiment in constitutional democracy hung in the balance. A Magnificent
Catastrophe is history writing at its evocative best: the riveting story of the last
great contest of the founding period.

Revolutionary Brothers
A provocative and penetrating investigation into the rivalry between Alexander
Hamilton and Aaron Burr, whose infamous duel left the Founding Father dead and
turned a sitting Vice President into a fugitive. In the summer of 1804, two of
America’s most eminent statesmen squared off, pistols raised, on a bluff along the
Hudson River. That two such men would risk not only their lives but the stability of
the young country they helped forge is almost beyond comprehension. Yet we
know that it happened. The question is why. In War of Two, John Sedgwick explores
the long-standing conflict between Founding Father Alexander Hamilton and Vice
President Aaron Burr. A study in contrasts from birth, they had been compatriots,
colleagues, and even friends. But above all they were rivals. Matching each other’s
ambition and skill as lawyers in New York, they later battled for power along
political fault lines that would not only decide the future of the United States, but
define it. A series of letters between Burr and Hamilton suggest the duel was
fought over an unflattering comment made at a dinner party. But another letter,
written by Hamilton the night before the event, provides critical insight into his
true motivation. It was addressed to former Speaker of the House Theodore
Sedgwick, a trusted friend of both men, and the author’s own ancestor. John
Sedgwick suggests that Hamilton saw Burr not merely as a personal rival but as a
threat to the nation. Burr would prove that fear justified after Hamilton’s death
when, haunted by the legacy of his longtime adversary, he embarked on an
imperial scheme to break the Union apart. From the Hardcover edition.

Madison and Jefferson
In a narrative both panoramic and intimate, Tom Chaffin captures the four-decade
friendship of Thomas Jefferson and the Marquis de Lafayette. Thomas Jefferson and
the Marquis de Lafayette shared a singularly extraordinary friendship, one involved
in the making of two revolutions—and two nations. Jefferson first met Lafayette in
1781, when the young French-born general was dispatched to Virginia to assist
Jefferson, then the state’s governor, in fighting off the British. The charismatic
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Lafayette, hungry for glory, could not have seemed more different from Jefferson,
the reserved statesman. But when Jefferson, a newly-appointed diplomat, moved
to Paris three years later, speaking little French and in need of a partner, their
friendship began in earnest. As Lafayette opened doors in Paris and Versailles for
Jefferson, so too did the Virginian stand by Lafayette as the Frenchman became
inexorably drawn into the maelstrom of his country's revolution. Jefferson
counseled Lafayette as he drafted The Declaration of the Rights of Man and
remained a firm supporter of the French Revolution, even after he returned to
America in 1789. By 1792, however, the upheaval had rendered Lafayette a man
without a country, locked away in a succession of Austrian and Prussian prisons.
The burden fell on Jefferson, along with Lafayette's other friends, to win his
release. The two would not see each other again until 1824, in a powerful and
emotional reunion at Jefferson’s Monticello. Steeped in primary sources,
Revolutionary Brothers casts fresh light on this remarkable, often complicated,
friendship of two extraordinary men.

Lincoln's Last Speech
The Untold Story of the Extraordinary Alliance That Forged Our Nation and the
Unlikely Duo Behind It: George Washington & Alexander Hamilton In the wake of
the American Revolution, the Founding Fathers faced a daunting task: overcome
their competing visions to build a new nation, the likes of which the world had
never seen. As hostile debates raged over how to protect their new hard-won
freedoms, two men formed an improbable partnership that would launch the
fledgling United States: George Washington and Alexander Hamilton. Washington
and Hamilton chronicles the unlikely collaboration between these two conflicting
characters at the heart of our national narrative: Washington, the indispensable
general devoted to classical virtues, and Hamilton, an ambitious officer and lawyer
eager for fame of the noblest kind. Working together, they laid the groundwork for
the institutions that govern the United States to this day and protected each other
from bitter attacks from Jefferson and Madison, who considered their policies a
betrayal of the republican ideals they had fought for. Yet while Washington and
Hamilton's different personalities often led to fruitful collaboration, their conflicting
ideals also tested the boundaries of their relationship—and threatened the future
of the new republic. From the rumblings of the American Revolution through the
fractious Constitutional Convention and America's turbulent first years, this
captivating history reveals the stunning impact of this unlikely duo that set the
United States on the path to becoming a superpower.

American Emperor
Setting the World Ablaze is the story of the American Revolution and of the three
Founders who played crucial roles in winning the War of Independence and
creating a new nation: George Washington, John Adams, and Thomas Jefferson.
Braiding three strands into one rich narrative, John Ferling brings these American
icons down from their pedestals to show them as men of flesh and blood, and in
doing so gives us a new understanding of the passion and uncertainty of the
struggle to form a new nation. A leading historian of the Revolutionary era, Ferling
draws upon an unsurpassed command of the primary sources and a talent for
swiftly moving narrative to give us intimate views of each of these men. He shows
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us both the overarching historical picture of the era and a gripping sense of how
these men encountered the challenges that faced them. We see Washington,
containing a profound anger at British injustice within an austere demeanor;
Adams, far from home, struggling with severe illness and French duplicity in his
crucial negotiations in Paris; and Jefferson, distracted and indecisive, confronting
uncertainties about his future in politics. John Adams, in particular, emerges from
the narrative as the most under-appreciated hero of the Revolution, while Jefferson
is revealed as the most overrated, yet most eloquent, of the Founders. Setting the
World Ablaze shows in dramatic detail how these conservative men--successful
members of the colonial elite--were transformed into radical revolutionaries.

Setting the World Ablaze
Lucid and concise, Original Intents: Hamilton, Jefferson, Madison, and the American
Founding fully explains the political, economic, and constitutional ideas of
Alexander Hamilton, Thomas Jefferson, and James Madison as their thinking
developed from the American Revolution through the early 1790s. It shows how
their ideas took shape and changed as they engaged with each other and
eventually began to have serious debates and arguments. Original Intents shows
that there was no single original meaning or intent in the Constitution, and that
Hamilton sought to build a Republican United States that was completely
incompatible with the Republic that Jefferson and Madison wanted. By the early
1790s, the two Virginians had come to despise Hamilton and detest his vision, and
vice versa.

Worst of Friends
A provocative analysis of the historically pivotal friendship between the third and
fourth presidents offers insight into their complex characters while presenting a
sobering assessment of how politics were conducted in the country's early years.

Hamilton vs. Jefferson
From the bestselling author of The Greatest Stories Never Told series, the epic
history of Alexander Hamilton and Aaron Burr's illustrious and eccentric political
careers and their fateful rivalry. The famous duel between Alexander Hamilton and
Aaron Burr was the culmination of a story three decades in the making. Rivals unto
Death vividly traces their rivalry back to the earliest days of the American
Revolution, when Hamilton and Burr--both brilliant, restless, and barely twenty
years old--elbowed their way onto the staff of General George Washington. The
fast-moving account traces their intricate tug-of war, uncovering surprising details
that led to their deadly encounter through battlefields, courtrooms, bedrooms, and
the wildest presidential election in history, counting down the years to their fateful
rendezvous on the dueling ground. This is politics made personal: shrill
accusations, bruising collisions, and a parade of flesh and blood founders
struggling--and often failing--to keep their tempers and jealousies in check.
Smoldering in the background was a fundamental political divide that threatened
to tear the new nation in two, and still persists to this day. The Burr and Hamilton
that leap out of these pages are passionate, engaging, and utterly human
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characters inextricably linked together as Rivals unto Death.

Hamilton's Curse
Who was the "real" Thomas Jefferson? If this question has an answer, it will
probably not be revealed reading the many accounts of his life. For two centuries
biographers have provided divergent perspectives on him as a man and conflicting
appraisals of his accomplishments. Jefferson was controversial in his own time, and
his propensity to polarize continued in the years after his death as biographers
battled to control the commanding heights of history. To judge from their
depictions, there existed many different Thomas Jeffersons. The essays in this book
explore how individual biographers have shaped history—as well as how the
interests and preoccupations of the times in which they wrote helped to shape
their portrayals of Jefferson. In different eras biographers presented the third
president variously as a proponent of individual rights or of majority rule, as a
unifier or a fierce partisan, and as a champion of either American nationalism or
cosmopolitanism. Conscripted to serve Whigs and Democrats, abolitionists and
slaveholders, unionists and secessionists, Populists and Progressives, and
seemingly every side of almost every subsequent struggle, the only constant was
that Jefferson’s image remained a mirror of Americans’ self-conscious conceptions
of their nation’s virtues, values, and vices. Thomas Jefferson’s Lives brings
together leading scholars of Jefferson and his era, all of whom embrace the
challenge to assess some of the most important and enduring accounts of
Jefferson’s life. Contributors:Jon Meacham, presidential historian * Barbara Oberg,
Princeton University * J. Jefferson Looney, Thomas Jefferson Foundation at
Monticello * Christine Coalwell McDonald, Westchester Community College * Robert
M.S. McDonald, United States Military Academy * Andrew Burstein, Louisiana State
University * Jan Ellen Lewis, Rutgers University * Richard Samuelson, California
State University, San Bernardino * Nancy Isenberg, Louisiana State University *
Joanne B. Freeman, Yale University * Brian Steele, University of Alabama at
Birmingham * Herbert Sloan, Barnard College * R. B. Bernstein, City College of New
York * Francis D. Cogliano, University of Edinburgh * Annette Gordon-Reed,
Harvard University * Gordon S. Wood, Brown University

A Magnificent Catastrophe
What did Abraham Lincoln envision when he talked about "reconstruction?"
Assassinated in 1865, the president did not have a chance to begin the work of
reconciling the North and South, nor to oversee Reconstruction as an official
postwar strategy. Yet his final speech, given to thousands gathered in the rain
outside the White House on April 11, 1865, gives a clear indication of what
Lincoln's postwar policy might have looked like-one that differed starkly from what
would emerge in the tumultuous decade that followed. In Lincoln's Last Speech,
renowned historian and author Louis P. Masur offers insight into this critical
address and its vision of a reconstructed United States. Coming two days after
Robert E. Lee's surrender at Appomattox and a week after the fall of Richmond,
Lincoln's speech was expected to be a victory oration. Instead, he looked to the
future, discussing how best to restore the seceded states to the national
government, and even endorsing limited black suffrage. Delving into the language
and arguments of Lincoln's last address, Masur traces the theme of reconstruction
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as it developed throughout his presidency, starting with the very earliest days of
the war. Masur illuminates the evolution of Lincoln's thinking and the national
debate around reconstruction, touching on key moments such as the Proclamation
of Amnesty and Reconstruction on December 8, 1863, and Lincoln's pocket veto of
the Wade-Davis bill in July 1864. He also examines social reconstruction, including
the plight of freedmen and the debate over the place of blacks in society; and
considers the implications of Lincoln's speech after April 1865, when Andrew
Johnson assumed office and the ground was laid for the most radical phases of the
postwar policy. A nuanced study of Lincoln's views on national reconciliation, this
work gives us a better understanding of the failures that occurred with postwar
Reconstruction and the eventual path that brought the country to reunion.

Original Intents
Written in the authoritative and narrative-driven style that made his books The
Ascent of George Washington and Jefferson and Hamilton critical and commercial
successes, John Ferling's Whirlwind will become the definitive history of the
American Revolution for our time. A master historian and superb teller of history,
Ferling illuminates the years 1763 to 1783--from the end of the French and Indian
War that left England triumphant in North America to the signing of the Treaty of
Paris in September 1783 and the final departure of British troops from New York
City in November of that year. Ferling is as astute at analyzing the causes and
politics of the American Revolution as he is skilled at narrating the battles of the
Revolutionary War. With original insight, he chronicles the myriad and complex
events and contentious viewpoints that drove Americans in their insurgency
against Great Britain and sustained them in the seemingly quixotic belief that they
could win their independence. He takes us to the halls of power in Parliament and
the streets of London to view the Revolution from all British perspectives. He
presents the individual battles, from Lexington and Concord to Yorktown, in a fresh
and dramatic new light. With a wide scope and penetrating insight, embracing
characters both celebrated and unknown, John Ferling brings the most important
event in America's history to a new generation of American readers.

Jefferson and Hamilton
Describes the military history of the American Revolution and the grim realities of
the eight-year conflict while offering descriptions of the major engagements on
land and sea and the decisions that influenced the course of the war.

Alexander Hamilton
Hamilton versus Jefferson in the Washington Administration
Thomas Jefferson was one of the men who helped to bring the United States into
being, and he shepherded the country through some of the most dynamic political
years in its history. It is very possible that without his brilliance, the fledgling
democracy, the first in the world since the end of Ancient Greece, may not have
survived its first few trials by fire. Alexander Hamilton started his life in the British
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West Indies. His story seems like a classic tale from rags to riches, of a poor boy
whose hard work and perseverance allowed him to become one of the greatest
historical figures of a nation. Alexander Hamilton left behind an impressive legacy,
in no small part due to his success in defining the economic and political systems
of the United States. Inside you'll read about Thomas Jefferson. Born to Privilege
Thomas Jefferson. Revolution and Nation Building Thomas Jefferson. Presidency
Thomas Jefferson. Second Term Alexander Hamilton. The Orphan of the Caribbean
Alexander Hamilton. A Commanding Critic and a Man of the Constitution Alexander
Hamilton. A Titan of the Treasury: Reports Alexander Hamilton. Resignation, the
Reynolds Affair, and Wounds And much more!Jefferson was a scientist, fascinated
by the development of new crops and scientific agricultural techniques. He was an
architect who helped to promote the popularity of neo-classical and Neo-Palladian
architectural forms. He was a prodigious writer, a linguist who mastered several
languages, and a naturalist who studied birds, wine, natural bridges and soil
conditions. Thomas Jefferson improved many contemporary inventions, adapting
them to his needs. Hamilton's Federalist Papers continue to be the basis for
Constitutional interpretation and court decisions throughout the nation, and his
creation of a national bank and decision to support a strong federal power over
states' power helped lay the groundwork for what could be considered a national
issue over a state issue. However, his reputation wasn't always so golden. These
volumes offer a fuller picture of the life of Alexander Hamilton and the various
factors that combined to make the life of such a driven, intriguing man.

Friends Divided
In this landmark work of history and winner of the Pulitzer Prize, Joseph J. Ellis
explores how a group of greatly gifted but deeply flawed individuals—Hamilton,
Burr, Jefferson, Franklin, Washington, Adams, and Madison—confronted the
overwhelming challenges before them to set the course for our nation. The United
States was more a fragile hope than a reality in 1790. During the decade that
followed, the Founding Fathers—re-examined here as Founding
Brothers—combined the ideals of the Declaration of Independence with the content
of the Constitution to create the practical workings of our government. Through an
analysis of six fascinating episodes—Hamilton and Burr’s deadly duel,
Washington’s precedent-setting Farewell Address, Adams’ administration and
political partnership with his wife, the debate about where to place the capital,
Franklin’s attempt to force Congress to confront the issue of slavery and Madison’s
attempts to block him, and Jefferson and Adams’ famous
correspondence—Founding Brothers brings to life the vital issues and personalities
from the most important decade in our nation’s history.

Rivals Unto Death
It was an age of fascinating leaders and difficult choices, of grand ideas eloquently
expressed and of epic conflicts bitterly fought. Now comes a brilliant portrait of the
American Revolution, one that is compelling in its prose, fascinating in its details,
and provocative in its fresh interpretations. In A Leap in the Dark, John Ferling
offers a magisterial new history that surges from the first rumblings of colonial
protest to the volcanic election of 1800. Ferling's swift-moving narrative teems
with fascinating details. We see Benjamin Franklin trying to decide if his loyalty
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was to Great Britain or to America, and we meet George Washington when he was
a shrewd planter-businessman who discovered personal economic advantages to
American independence. We encounter those who supported the war against Great
Britain in 1776, but opposed independence because it was a "leap in the dark."
Following the war, we hear talk in the North of secession from the United States.
The author offers a gripping account of the most dramatic events of our history,
showing just how closely fought were the struggle for independence, the adoption
of the Constitution, and the later battle between Federalists and DemocraticRepublicans. Yet, without slowing the flow of events, he has also produced a
landmark study of leadership and ideas. Here is all the erratic brilliance of Hamilton
and Jefferson battling to shape the new nation, and here too is the passion and
political shrewdness of revolutionaries, such as Samuel Adams and Patrick Henry,
and their Loyalist counterparts, Joseph Galloway and Thomas Hutchinson. Here as
well are activists who are not so well known today, men like Abraham Yates, who
battled for democratic change, and Theodore Sedgwick, who fought to preserve
the political and social system of the colonial past. Ferling shows that throughout
this period the epic political battles often resembled today's politics and the
politicians--the founders--played a political hardball attendant with enmities, selfish
motivations, and bitterness. The political stakes, this book demonstrates, were
extraordinary: first to secure independence, then to determine the meaning of the
American Revolution. John Ferling has shown himself to be an insightful historian of
our Revolution, and an unusually skillful writer. A Leap in the Dark is his
masterpiece, work that provokes, enlightens, and entertains in full measure.

Apostles of Revolution
John Adams and Thomas Jefferson were good friends with very different
personalities. But their differing views on how to run the newly created United
States turned them into the worst of friends. They each became leaders of
opposing political parties, and their rivalry followed them to the White House. Full
of both history and humor, this is the story of two of America's most well-known
presidents and how they learned to put their political differences aside for the sake
of friendship.

Thomas Jefferson's Lives
A spellbinding history of the epic rivalry that shaped our republic: Thomas
Jefferson, Alexander Hamilton, and their competing visions for America.

Washington's Farewell Address to the People of the United
States, 1796
Written by John Ferling, one of America's leading historians of the Revolutionary
era, The First of Men offers an illuminating portrait of George Washington's life,
with emphasis on his military and political career. Here is a riveting account that
captures Washington in all his complexity, recounting not only Washington's
familiar sterling qualities--courage, industry, ability to make difficult decisions,
ceaseless striving for self-improvement, love of his family and loyalty to
friends--but also his less well known character flaws. Indeed, as Ferling shows,
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Washington had to overcome many negative traits as he matured into a leader.
The young Washington was accused of ingratitude and certain of his letters from
this period read as if they were written by "a pompous martinet and a whining,
petulant brat." As commander-in-chief of the Continental Army, he lost his temper
more than once and indulged flatterers. Aaron Burr found him "a boring, colorless
person." As president, he often believed the worst about individual officials. Ferling
concludes that Washington's personality and temperament were those of "a selfcentered and self-absorbed man, one who since youth had exhibited a fragile selfesteem." And yet he managed to realize virtually every grand design he ever
conceived. Ferling's Washington is driven, fired by ambition, envy, and dreams of
fame and fortune. Yet his leadership and character galvanized the American
Revolution--probably no one else could have kept the war going until the master
stroke at Yorktown--and helped the fledgling nation take, and survive, its first
unsteady steps. This superb paperback makes available once again an
unflinchingly honest and compelling biography of the father of our country.

Washington's Circle
Thomas Jefferson & Alexander Hamilton
The author of Lincoln Unmasked refutes the myths about Alexander Hamilton's
important role in the creation of American capitalism to argue that Hamilton's
advocacy of a powerful centralized government has had a detrimental impact on
the nation, analyzing the ideological conflict between Jefferson and Hamilton and
its long-reaching repercussions. 20,000 first printing.

On the Constitutionality of a National Bank
A spellbinding history of the epic rivalry that shaped our republic: Thomas
Jefferson, Alexander Hamilton, and their competing visions for America. From the
award-winning author of Almost a Miracle and The Ascent of George Washington,
this is the rare work of scholarship that offers us irresistible human drama even as
it enriches our understanding of deep themes in our nation's history. The decade of
the 1790s has been called the “age of passion.” Fervor ran high as rival factions
battled over the course of the new republic-each side convinced that the other's
goals would betray the legacy of the Revolution so recently fought and so dearly
won. All understood as well that what was at stake was not a moment's political
advantage, but the future course of the American experiment in democracy. In this
epochal debate, no two figures loomed larger than Thomas Jefferson and
Alexander Hamilton. Both men were visionaries, but their visions of what the
United States should be were diametrically opposed. Jefferson, a true
revolutionary, believed passionately in individual liberty and a more egalitarian
society, with a weak central government and greater powers for the states.
Hamilton, a brilliant organizer and tactician, feared chaos and social disorder. He
sought to build a powerful national government that could ensure the young
nation's security and drive it toward economic greatness. Jefferson and Hamilton is
the story of the fierce struggle-both public and, ultimately, bitterly personalbetween these two titans. It ended only with the death of Hamilton in a pistol duel,
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felled by Aaron Burr, Jefferson's vice president. Their competing legacies, like the
twin strands of DNA, continue to shape our country to this day. Their personalities,
their passions, and their bold dreams for America leap from the page in this epic
new work from one of our finest historians.

Jefferson Vs. Hamilton
No event in American history was more pivotal-or more furiously contested-than
Congress's decision to declare independence in July 1776. Even months after
American blood had been shed at Lexington and Concord, many colonists
remained loyal to Britain. John Adams, a leader of the revolutionary effort, said
bringing the fractious colonies together was like getting "thirteen clocks to strike at
once." Other books have been written about the Declaration, but no author has
traced the political journey from protest to Revolution with the narrative scope and
flair of John Ferling. Independence takes readers from the cobblestones of
Philadelphia into the halls of Parliament, where many sympathized with the
Americans and furious debate erupted over how to deal with the rebellion.
Independence is not only the story of how freedom was won, but how an empire
was lost. At this remarkable moment in history, high-stakes politics was
intertwined with a profound debate about democracy, governance, and justice.
John Ferling, drawing on a lifetime of scholarship, brings this passionate struggle to
life as no other historian could. Independence will be hailed as the finest work yet
from the author Michael Beschloss calls "a national resource."

Whirlwind
A New York Times Book Review Notable Book of 2017 From the great historian of
the American Revolution, New York Times-bestselling and Pulitzer-winning Gordon
Wood, comes a majestic dual biography of two of America's most enduringly
fascinating figures, whose partnership helped birth a nation, and whose
subsequent falling out did much to fix its course. Thomas Jefferson and John Adams
could scarcely have come from more different worlds, or been more different in
temperament. Jefferson, the optimist with enough faith in the innate goodness of
his fellow man to be democracy's champion, was an aristocratic Southern
slaveowner, while Adams, the overachiever from New England's rising middling
classes, painfully aware he was no aristocrat, was a skeptic about popular rule and
a defender of a more elitist view of government. They worked closely in the
crucible of revolution, crafting the Declaration of Independence and leading, with
Franklin, the diplomatic effort that brought France into the fight. But ultimately,
their profound differences would lead to a fundamental crisis, in their friendship
and in the nation writ large, as they became the figureheads of two entirely new
forces, the first American political parties. It was a bitter breach, lasting through
the presidential administrations of both men, and beyond. But late in life,
something remarkable happened: these two men were nudged into reconciliation.
What started as a grudging trickle of correspondence became a great flood, and a
friendship was rekindled, over the course of hundreds of letters. In their final years
they were the last surviving founding fathers and cherished their role in this
mighty young republic as it approached the half century mark in 1826. At last, on
the afternoon of July 4th, 50 years to the day after the signing of the Declaration,
Adams let out a sigh and said, "At least Jefferson still lives." He died soon
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thereafter. In fact, a few hours earlier on that same day, far to the south in his
home in Monticello, Jefferson died as well. Arguably no relationship in this country's
history carries as much freight as that of John Adams of Massachusetts and
Thomas Jefferson of Virginia. Gordon Wood has more than done justice to these
entwined lives and their meaning; he has written a magnificent new addition to
America's collective story.

A Leap in the Dark
History enthusiasts and admirers of Team of Rivals will rejoice in this magisterial
account of the extraordinary Americans who served the nation’s first chief
executive: Together, they created the presidency for a country disgusted by
crowns and the people who would wear them. In 1789, as George Washington
became the first president of the United States, the world was all but certain that
the American experiment in liberty and representative government would founder.
More than a few Americans feared that the world was right. In Washington’s Circle,
we see how Washington and his trusted advisers, close friends, and devoted family
defied the doomsayers to lay the foundation for an enduring constitutional
republic. This is a fresh look at an aloof man whose service in the Revolutionary
War had already earned him the acclaim of fellow citizens. Washington was easy to
revere, if difficult to know. David S. Heidler and Jeanne T. Heidler reveal
Washington’s character through his relationship with his inner circle, showing how
this unlikely group created the office of the presidency. Here is a story of
cooperation, confrontation, triumph, and disappointment, as the president,
Congress, and the courts sorted out the limits of executive power, quarreled over
funding the government, coped with domestic strife, and faced a world at war
while trying to keep their country at peace. Even more, it is a story of remarkable
people striving for extraordinary achievements. Many of these characters are
familiar as historic icons, but in these pages they act and speak as living
individuals: the often irked and frequently irksome John Adams, in the vice
presidency; the mercurial Alexander Hamilton, leading the Treasury Department;
the brilliant, deceptively cunning Thomas Jefferson, as secretary of state; James
Madison, who was Washington’s advocate—and his eyes and ears—in Congress;
and Washington’s old friend and former brother-in-arms Henry Knox, at the
administration’s beleaguered War Department. Their stories mingle with those of
Edmund Randolph, John Jay, Gouverneur Morris, and the others who stood with a
self-educated Virginia farmer to forge the presidency into an institution protective
of its privileges but respectful of congressional prerogatives. Written with energy,
wit, and an eye for vivid detail, Washington’s Circle is the fascinating account of
the people who met the most formidable challenges of the government’s earliest
hours with pluck, ability, and enviable resourcefulness. When the world said they
would fail, they rolled up their sleeves. This is their story. Praise for Washington’s
Circle “A fine, readable history of the first presidency . . . [David and Jeanne
Heidler] provide not only a lively history but a group portrait of Washington and the
various figures vying to influence him.”—The Wall Street Journal “Washington’s
Circle positively glows with narrative exuberance. This is a book that will make
even the most jaded student of the American Revolution bark little laughs of pure
delight while reading.”—Open Letters Monthly “Traditional accounts portray
Washington as a solitary actor in the drama of American nationhood, as chilly and
featureless as the marble shaft that dominates his namesake capitol. In fact, he
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was the intensely human lead in one of history’s most colorful, and contentious,
ensembles. David S. Heidler and Jeanne T. Heidler bring the whole cast to
unforgettable life in this character study–cum–group portrait–cum–old-fashioned
page-turner.”—Richard Norton Smith, author of On His Own Terms From the
Hardcover edition.

Jefferson and Hamilton
Presents selections from the writings of Jefferson and Hamilton and includes
commentary that details their thoughts on the major issues of the time.
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